Merchant management
Ready-to-use software with an intuitive dashboard that helps
merchants to control financial flows at several points of sale at a
single point.

Reduce manual work, managing all daily

Get insightful reports with the data and metrics

operations in a single convenient dashboard

that are essential for you

Segment information by entities, enabling each

Maintain security of data with reliable access

of them to operate with its unique workflow

management

Increase business efficiency by eliminating

Aggregate all data to get accurate reports and

manual work and monitoring trends in

forecasts for further analysis of business

customers’ behaviour

performance

How does it work?
The payment management system helps businesses with several storefronts to manage their financial
flows in a single access point. Providing analytics on money movement across several accounts, the system
displays the data about the processed transactions per day and allows for setting alerts on essential
incidents.

Get a reliable partner to manage all payments, make payouts,
access customer data, and get business performance insights.

Streamline your financial accounting
Compare different periods and analyse your business performance. This tool for
merchant management allows you to monitor the conversion rates of different periods to
understand the overall efficiency and throughput of payments.
Virtual balances in different currencies allow you to accept payments in any currency and settle
them in that of your merchant account

Choose the specific exchange rates for each currency to increase cost-efficiency

Manage the fees on payments, generating your interest to increase the profit
Control the turnover and overdraft limits, rolling reserve and much more with the help of a featurerich set of tools

Insightful reports for better decision-making
The merchant management tool lets you create and download extensive reports, choosing from 25+
predefined ones or customising them to your business needs. You can select the time to receive a report,
select the rows with the necessary data, and set alerts to get notified on vital points and divergencies.

How to get started?

See how it works and ask any questions you might
have on an online demo.

Schedule a demo
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